Zanamivir: a review of clinical safety in individuals at high risk of developing influenza-related complications.
Post-marketing experience shows zanamivir to be well tolerated in the general population for the treatment and prophylaxis of influenza type A and B infections. Individuals at high-risk of influenza have potentially more to gain from zanamivir therapy. We assessed safety and tolerability findings from treatment and prophylaxis studies in over 982 high-risk subjects. Eight treatment studies involving high-risk subjects have been conducted with zanamivir 10 mg twice daily for 5 days. The incidence and pattern of adverse events was similar in zanamivir and placebo recipients. Lower respiratory adverse events reported by recipients receiving zanamivir occurred at similar or lower frequencies to those receiving placebo. In one treatment study involving 525 patients with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, zanamivir recipients had a small but significantly increased mean morning peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) and evening PEFR compared with placebo during the treatment period (days 1 to 5). Eight prophylaxis studies have been conducted, five in family or community settings and three in nursing homes. Data from these studies demonstrate that zanamivir is well tolerated for prophylaxis. In nursing home studies, where 90% of participants were high risk, the pattern and incidence of adverse events were similar to that reported in otherwise healthy individuals, and similar to both placebo and rimantadine, a comparator in one study. In treatment and prophylaxis studies the incidence and pattern of adverse events in participants > or =65 years or with chronic underlying respiratory disorders was similar for zanamivir or placebo recipients. Overall, zanamivir was well tolerated and study drug discontinuations were low. A small number of deaths have been reported in studies of high-risk elderly individuals, but none were considered to be related to zanamivir. Thus clinical studies have demonstrated that zanamivir has a comparable safety profile in high-risk and otherwise healthy recipients. Approximately 1.72 million treatment courses of zanamivir were prescribed up to the end of January 2001. Many spontaneous adverse event reports received since marketing, a third of these from non-healthcare professionals, reflect the underlying condition being treated. However, a number of events have resulted in changes to the zanamivir prescribing information, including rare reports of bronchospasm, dyspnoea, rash, urticaria and allergic type reactions including facial and oropharyngeal oedema. The reported safety profile of zanamivir, for treatment and prophylaxis of high risk subjects with influenza type A and B infections supports its continued use in these individuals who are likely to benefit most.